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Abstract

Nowadays biometric authentication systems have been more developed, especially in secure and financial
systems; so cracking a biometric authentication system is now a growing concern. But their security has not
received enough attention. Imitating a biometric trait of a genuine user to deceive a system, spoofing, is the most
important attacking method. Multi biometric systems have been developed to overcome some weaknesses of
single biometric systems because the forger needs to imitate more than one trait. No research has further
investigated the vulnerability of multimodal systems against spoof attack. We empirically examine the
robustness of five fixed rules combining similarity scores of face and fingerprint traits in a bimodal system. By
producing different spoof scores, the robustness of fixed combination rules is examined against various
possibilities of spoofing. Robustness of a multi biometric system depends on the combination rule, the spoof trait
and the intensity of spoofing. Min rule shows the most robustness when face is spoofed especially in very secure
systems but when the fingerprint is faked the max rule shows the least vulnerability against possibilities of
spoofing.
Keywords: Vulnerability, Multi biometric, Spoof attack possibilities, Fixed combination rules
1. Introduction

Automatic personal identification has received its position as an urgent need in many social activities. Nowadays
biometric authentication systems have been presented as the best identification methods, using biometric traits of
a person (Prabhakar & Jain, 2002). Variety of biometric modalities and their special benefits has resulted in their
development in many social activities especially in secure and financial systems such as international airports
and bank accounts. At first spoofing a biometric system seemed hard and impossible that their robustness was
not taken into consideration. But development of technology and general application of biometric authentication
systems encourage fraudulent imposters and terrorists to crack the protected systems, especially in secure and
financial applications. Spoofing attack is the major and the most common threat to biometric systems.
Based on the research of Rodriguez (Rodrigues, Ling, & Govindaraju, 2009) "the hypothesis that an imposter
may spoof a biometric trait is not considered in any proposed fusion method thus far". Multi biometric systems
have been proposed to alleviate some problems of unimodal systems such as vulnerability against spoofing
toward improving their performance and accuracy (Bubeck & Sanchez, 2003).
These systems attempt to fuse the information obtained from different biometric traits, matchers and snapshots
(Bergamini, Oliveira, Koerich, & Sabourin, 2009; Hong, Jain, & Pankanti, 1999). Several studies have shown
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that better performance can be expected if various information from multiple biometric traits is fused (Ulery,
Hicklin, Watson, Fellner, & Hallinan, 2006). Fusion can be done at all main levels of a biometric system: sensor
level, feature extraction level, (ISO & IEC19792, 2009) (3) matching score level and (4) decision making level.
Fusion in matching score level is generally preferred, because access to matching scores and combining them
seem feasible and applicable (Dass, Nandakumar, & Jain, 2005; Kang & Park, 2009; Ulery et al., 2006). We
integrate the matching scores of face and fingerprint biometric matchers in score level to produce bimodal multi
biometric systems.
Rodrigues mentioned that successful spoofing of only one matcher in a multi biometric system may increase the
vulnerability of the system to be cracked. This note in security field needs more investigation which has not
more examined in the mentioned research. Since the relationships between the robustness of multi modal
authentication systems and the intensity of spoofing their traits have not been discussed yet, this problem
motivated us to investigate the vulnerability of multi biometric systems against the various qualities of spoofing.
In (Hariri & Shokouhi, 2011) for the first time we examined the vulnerability of multimodal biometric systems
against various intensities of spoofing. We proposed the simulation success rate of a biometric trait as the
possibility of spoofing and introduced it with 'k' parameter. Investigating the robustness of biometric systems
from this point of view has not been considered thus far.
Many multi biometric systems have been presented by different combination methods and strategies in order to
reach more precise operation and recognition rates. Some of these studies (Fox, Gross, Cohn, & Reilly, 2007; He
et al., 2010; Monwar & Gavrilova, 2008; Wang & Han, 2008) involve robustness and security of authentication
systems. In most studies, the researchers have considered the security from the viewpoint of attempt to decrease
both FAR and FRR error rates by applying various identification methods and increasing the number of traits
(from 2 to 3); without any major study on importance of robustness for a biometric system against attacks.
In this paper we practically try to examine the robustness of multimodal systems against spoofing. Performance
evaluation is conducted on five fixed score level fusion techniques: sum rule, product rule, Bayesian rule,
minimum (min) rule and maximum (max) fusion rule. These rules are called fixed rules because they do not have
the training phase. Because the data base of spoof traits does not exist, we simulate the spoof scores of applying
fake samples to a biometric matcher. We use similarity scores of a true multimodal dataset for this aim.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the spoof attack, and propose a novel
method for simulation of matching scores with various possibilities of spoofing a biometric matcher. Section 3 is
dedicated to the methodology of experiment, fusion in score level and criterion for comparing the vulnerability
of experimental systems. Observations and results are stated in section 4 and finally, we will present the
conclusion of this research in section 5.
2. Spoof Attack

Absolute security does not exist. Given funding, opportunity and the proper technology, every secure system can
be compromised. A generic biometric system can be attacked from 8 points which are depicted in Figure 1
(Ratha, Connell, & Bolle, 2001).
Spoofing attack behaves as a direct attack to the sensor level of a system (A.K. Jain, Nandakumar, & Nagar,
2008). These threats, corresponding to type 1 in Figure 1, are applied to the sensor trying to gain access to the
system by impersonating a real user. When a fraudulent imposter attempts to apply a fake physiological
biometric trait (e.g., fingerprint, iris, face) of a legitimately registered user to the sensor of an authentication
system in order to circumvent the system, this process is known as spoofing, like gummy finger, high quality iris
or face image; and when the biometric systems are based on behavioral traits (i.e. signature, voice) these type of
approaches are known as mimicry. In These types of attacks, imposter needs no knowledge about the biometric
system. Therefore spoofing attack becomes the most common threat to the biometric system.
2.1 Simulation of Possibilities of Spoof Attack
In the presence of a spoof attack, a forger tries to simulate a copy of genuine trait and apply it to the sensor of the
system. It is obvious that the more this imitative copy becomes similar to the original one, the more the matcher
produces similarity score closer to the genuine score. It seems that for a trait, the scatter plot of its imposter
scores shifts toward the scatter plot of its genuine scores. So, in this simulation step, we gradually transfer the
scatter plot of imposter scores toward the scatter plot of genuine scores in ten steps. We introduce this ability of
simulation as possibility of spoofing. At first for each matcher, differences between genuine and imposter scores
are divided into 10 equal slices. Then they are added to each standard imposter scores in ten steps to show
various possibilities of spoof attack (Hariri & Shokouhi, 2011).
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k  [0.1, 0.2,...,1]

Equation 1. Various possibilities of simulation of spoof scores for each matcher.
"k" parameter denotes the intensity of spoofing, as coefficient of possibility, which indicates the accuracy of
simulation. We use it in the percentage form, so 10%, 20%... are used instead of 0.1, 0.2, … , k=0% denotes
nonspoofed state. For under spoofing matchers, primary imposter scores in standard state are randomly replaced
by simulated spoofed scores with various possibilities.
Figure 2 presents samples of this simulation process, where scatter plot variations of imposter scores for C face
and RI fingerprint matchers occur against various possibilities of spoofing. These possibilities indicate the
intensities of spoof attack to a biometric trait which vary from 0%, without attack, to 100%, complete simulation
of authorized traits. In the worst spoof state (step 10), the scatter plot of spoofed scores overwhelms the scatter
plot of genuine scores.
3. Methods of Experiment

An Attempt to spoof a biometric authentication system degrades its vulnerability and increases its identification
error rates. Variations of authentication error rates point out the growth of penetration rate for the under attack
system. This section is allocated to the methodology of our experiment in this paper. In the first part, we mention
the utilized database of matching scores and present the process of scores preparation for combination. The
combination rules and comparison criterion are explained here as well.
3.1 Matching Scores Database
Experiments have been done based on multimodal public database released by National Institute of Standard and
Technology (NIST), which is named Biometric Scores Set - Release 1 (BSSR1) (National Institute of Standards
and Technology). This database contains true similarity scores of face and fingerprints which belong to one
person. This dataset is suited to the study of score-level fusion-based multimodal, multi-algorithmic and
multi-sample biometrics (He et al., 2010; Nandakumar, Chen, Dass, & Jain, 2008). Two commercial face
matchers, labeled with C and G, have generated similarity scores based on a frontal face comparison and a public
fingerprint matcher has generated one left and one right index matching score, denoted by LI and RI
respectively.
This information is taken from a set of 517 people. For each individual, one genuine score and 516 imposter
scores are available. Therefore the database contains four subsets of genuine and four subsets of imposter scores.
Henceforward we address these matchers by their labels for brevity.
Range of similarity scores completely varies for various matchers. For example for C face matcher it is [0 1] but
for RI fingerprint matcher it is [0 260]. For applying similar effect of different matchers and modalities in
combination, their matching scores must be first transformed to a same domain. This process is named
normalization. Many of normalization methods are very sensitive to outlier scores, so they are not robust. For
homogeneity of scores in fusion process, we normalize all scores by using one of the robust normalization
methods. It is the hyperbolic tangent normalization procedure, based on Hampel estimator (Hampel, Ronchetti,
Rousseeuw, & Stahel, 2005).

s 'f 

  s f  mean (Ess f )   
1 
 tanh  m 
   1
2 
std (Ess f )
  
 

Equation 2. Hyperbolic tangent normalization procedure based on Hampel estimator.
sf and s'f denote primary and normalized matching scores of f matcher, f denotes the type of matchers. The 'm'
parameter influences the spread of normalized genuine scores, and its value is related to the standard deviation of
scores distribution of each modality. Mean Essf and std (Essf) denote the mean and standard deviation of Essf
(Estimated score of each matcher), Essf denotes the Hampel estimate of distribution of original genuine scores.
For more information see (He et al., 2010; A.K. Jain, Nandakumar, & Ross, 2005)
3.2 Combination rules and Comparison criterion
Matching score level fusion methods are more applicable than other fusion approaches due to the ease in access
to matching scores. Also the obtainable information in score level is more than decision level (He et al., 2010).
Context of verification has two main classes as output results: class of "Genuine user" for accepted clients and
class of "Imposters" for rejected clients. Figure 3 shows individual similarity scores obtained from different
Published by Canadian Center of Science and Education
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matchers. They are combined to produce a single score which is then compared with a threshold to make the
final decision.
S1 and S2 are matching scores of biometric traits and S denotes the combined score. If S becomes more than the
threshold, the client will be accepted as a genuine and if not, it will be rejected as an imposter user.
In this paper we investigate the bimodal multi biometric systems in which only one of their matchers, face or
fingerprint matcher has been spoofed. We apply five fixed fusion rules for combination of various matching
scores in the score level of authentication system. These fusion rules are as follows:
R

S sum 

S '

i

i 1

Equation 3. Sum combination rule for adding matching scores.
R

S prod 

S '

i

i 1

Equation 4. Product combination rule for multiplying matching scores.
R

S max  max S 'i  max(S '1, S '2 ,..., S ' R )
i 1

Equation 5. Max combination rule for finding maximum score between matching scores.
R

S min  min S 'i  min(S '1 , S '2 ,..., S 'R )
i 1

Equation 6. Min combination rule for finding minimum score between matching scores.
S B ayes 

S '1 * S '2
(1  S '1 )(1  S '2 )  S '1 S '2

Equation 7. Bayes combination rule for fusion scores with Bayes rule (Suen & Lam, 2000).
Where S'1 and S'2 ,…, S'R denote the normalized scores of individual matchers (standard or spoofed), R=2 in
bimodal system and S sum , S product , S min , S max and S Bayes denote combined scores of Sum, Product min, max
(Kittler, Hatef, Duin, & Matas, 1998) and Bayes fusion rules.
We simulate four multimodal systems by using four sets of matching scores of mentioned database. Two
modalities include face and fingerprints are applied to each multimodal system. Our Experimental systems
contain combinations of: G Face and LI fingerprint, G Face and RI fingerprint, C face and LI fingerprint and C
face and RI fingerprint matchers. For brevity we denote these systems by corresponding symbols like (G-RI) or
(C-LI).
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is generally used for performance evaluation of authentication
systems. For comparing the robustness of multimodal systems with FAR error rate at each work point, we prefer
to directly referring to the ROC curves. Deviation rates of authentication errors are used as comparative criterion
between standard and under spoofing systems. Variations are compared in 3 operating test points including 0%,
1% and 10% FAR error rates. These operating points include all operation regions of authentication systems.
Decision thresholds are calculated on the entire primary scores for finding desirable operating points. FRR is
calculated by scatter plot of genuine scores. As the scatter of genuine scores is the same in both standard and
spoofed system, according to Figure 2, then FRR amount for both systems is the same. Therefore, deviation rates
of FAR are used as comparison criterion between standard and under spoofing authentication systems. All
experiments are repeated with various sequences of matching scores and the average of all results is reported
independently from the sequence of scores in database.
4. Experimental Results

At first, we examine the performance of all matchers in the database. The obtained results help us to explain the
observations in combined systems which contain the mentioned matchers against spoofing. Figure 4 shows the
ROC curves for all experimental matchers, which means the same FAR have different GAR. We address a
matcher with more GAR in desired operating point (Golfarelli, Maio, & Malton) as the "accurate matcher " and a
matcher with lower GAR at the same point as less accurate or "weak matcher".
All combination experiments have been repeated for all mentioned combination rules. Conclusions are based on
obtained results from all possible combination experiments on the mentioned multi modal database. To present
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the results we show the performance and vulnerability curves for face C in combination with fingerprint LI
because their performance curves intersects in the middle of the operation region and in lower FAR amounts, RI
Fingerprint matcher behaves as an accurate matcher while in higher FAR , C Face matcher is accurate matcher.
In Figure 5 the performance curves of combined (C-LI) system with various combination rules are shown. We
see in all bimodal face and fingerprint combination systems that the sum rule has better performance, more GAR
at the same FAR, and Min rule has the lower ROC performance curve in standard, without attack, state.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show deviation curves of combination of C face and LI fingerprint matchers against
various possibilities of spoofing respectively. In both of these figures, vulnerabilities of fixed combination rules
are shown when face or fingerprint is spoofed.
At first we can see in a combination system that when face or fingerprint matcher is spoofed, except for min
combination rule in spoofing face state and product rule in 0% FAR work point, FAR deviation in all work point
of system increases so much. Therefore spoofing all modalities of a bimodal system is not necessary to crack it.
FAR deviations of combined system especially in large amounts of FAR work points increases so much against
growth of intensity of spoofing. For example in Figure 6 for combined system with sum rule, deviation of
0%FAR work point increases to 31% in k=100% possibility of spoofing but deviation of 1%FAR increases to 80%
and for 10% FAR it increases to 95% in k=100% complete intensity of spoofing.
Figure 6 shows (C-LI) combined system, which applies min combination rule, behaves completely robust against
various possibilities of C face matcher spoofing in every work points; but in contrast, max combination rule
shows more vulnerability than other fixed rules in this state. For more examination we can divide the
experimental fixed rules into two subsets:
(1) Arithmetic fixed combination rules, the computing operators which work on matching scores like sum,
product and Bayes combination rule.
(2) Fuzzy fixed combination rules which use fuzzy operators like min and max for combining matching scores.
In other point of view when C face matcher is spoofed, the combined system with applying sum rule has the
most FAR error deviation but with applying product rule it has the least FAR deviation among the arithmetic
fixed rules.
Figure 7 shows that in (C-LI) combination system when LI fingerprint is spoofed, the max combination rule has
the least FAR deviation among other rules in all work points against various possibilities of spoofing fingerprint
matcher. In this state the min rule has more vulnerability than other practical fixed rules. With arithmetic
combination rule in Figure 7 in contrast to Figure 6, the sum rule has the least and the product rule has the most
FAR deviation amounts.
Spoofed states of face or fingerprint matchers show that when the face matcher is spoofed, the vulnerability
arrangement of practical fixed rules completely differs from the state in which fingerprint matcher is spoofed.
5. Conclusion

The robustness of combined systems is related to: 1- The performance of matchers which are combined. 2- The
combination rule, 3- The combined matcher which is exposed to spoofing and 4- The intensity of spoofing
(spoofing possibilities).
In face and fingerprint bimodal systems when the face is exposed to spoof attacks, the min rule is the most robust
fixed combination rule for all application regions of the system. However, performance of min combination rule
is the lowest in standard state. In contrast, when fingerprint matcher is spoofed, the max combination rule shows
the least vulnerability among other fixed rules although the min rule shows the most vulnerability in this state.
With increasing the possibility of spoofing, the vulnerability of combined systems increases. But 0% FAR work
point, the most secure application region, shows more robustness than other work points in other application
regions against spoofing. An authentication system in very secure application region shows more robustness than
other applicable regions especially when the spoofing intensity is less than 50%.
In bimodal combination systems, we see when one of their matchers is spoofed the vulnerability of combined
system increases so much, as spoofing another trait is not necessary to crack the combined system.
In designing process of a combined authentication system, paying attention to the security of combined system
against spoofing attacks is an urgent need.
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Figure 1. Possible attack points in a biometric system
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(a) C face matcher

(b) RI fingerprint matcher
Figure 2. Genuine, imposter and spoofed scores scatter plots with various possibility of spoofing the biometric
matchers
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of score level fusion in combined authentication system

Figure 4. Roc Curves show the performances of various face and fingerprints matchers in a range of desired
operating points

Figure 5. ROC curves for combination of C face and LI fingerprint matchers with 5 fixed combination rules
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Figure 6. FAR deviation curves for combination of C face and LI fingerprint matchers by 5 fixed combination
rules against possibility of spoofing when C face matcher is spoofed in three FAR work points

Figure 7. FAR deviation curves for combination of C face and LI fingerprint matchers by 5 fixed combination
rules against possibility of spoofing when LI fingerprint matcher is spoofed in three FAR work points
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